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Abstract

Data mining has been a very active area of research in the database, machine learning, and mathematical programming communities in recent years. EDAM (Exploratory Data Analysis and Management) is a joint project between researchers in Atmospheric Chemistry and Computer Science at Carleton College and the University of Wisconsin-Madison that aims to develop data mining techniques for advancing the state of the art in analyzing atmospheric aerosol datasets.

There is a great need to better understand the sources, dynamics, and compositions of atmospheric aerosols. The traditional approach for particle measurement, which is the collection of bulk samples of particulates on filters, is not adequate for studying particle dynamics and real-time correlations. This has led to the development of a new generation of real-time instruments that provide continuous or semi-continuous streams of data about certain aerosol properties. However, these instruments have added a significant level of complexity to atmospheric aerosol data, and dramatically increased the amounts of data to be collected, managed, and analyzed. Our ability to integrate the data from all of these new and complex instruments now lags far behind our data-collection capabilities, and severely limits our ability to understand the data and act upon it in a timely manner.

In this paper, we present an overview of the EDAM project. The goal of the project, which is in its early stages, is to develop novel data mining algorithms and approaches to managing and monitoring multiple complex data streams. An important objective is data quality assurance, and real-time data mining offers great potential. The approach that we take should also provide good techniques to deal with gas-phase and semi-volatile data. While atmospheric aerosol analysis is an important and challenging domain that motivates us with real problems and serves as a concrete test of our results, our objective is to develop techniques that have broader applicability, and to explore some fundamental challenges in data mining that are not specific to any given application domain.
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1. Introduction

Increasing concern over the role of atmospheric particles (aerosols) on global climate change (IPCC 96; NRC 96), human health and welfare (NRC 98) and the Earth’s ecosystem (Baker 97) has created a great need to better understand the composition, origin, and influence of atmospheric pollutants. In order to develop control strategies that can mitigate the onset of climate change, as well as the degradation of the environment and our
quality of life, there is a great need to develop tools to better assess the origin and impact of atmospheric aerosols. The traditional approach for particle measurement, which is the collection of bulk samples of particulates on filters (Chow 95), is not adequate for studying particle dynamics and real-time correlations. This has led to the development of a new generation of real-time instruments (Turpin 90, Landis 02, Moosmuller 01), including aerosol mass spectrometers (Prather 94, Noble 96, Gard 97, Suess 99), which provide continuous or semi-continuous streams of data about certain aerosol properties. However, these instruments have added a significant level of complexity to atmospheric aerosol data, and dramatically increased the amounts of data to be collected, managed, and analyzed. Our ability to integrate the data from all of these new and complex instruments now lags far behind our data-collection capabilities, and severely limits our ability to understand the data and act upon it in a timely manner.

Data mining has been a very active area of research in the database, machine learning, and mathematical programming communities in recent years, and there is a wealth of techniques that can be brought to bear on atmospheric aerosol datasets. In particular, we show how a powerful class of analysis techniques developed for analyzing customers’ purchase histories can, unexpectedly, be brought to bear on mass spectrometry data by preprocessing it appropriately. Unfortunately, while some of these techniques are available in commercial data analysis products, many of the most useful ideas are of very recent origin, and are at the research stage. Further, atmospheric aerosol analysis raises a number of challenges for which there is currently no satisfactory solution. These range from how to incorporate scientists’ domain knowledge to data provenance, data validation and collaboration support. Large datasets that are gathered in real-time require robust quality-assurance protocols to ensure data reliability, and improved data management tools are a necessary component to achieve this goal.

1.1 Objectives

The objectives of the EDAM project can be summarized as follows. We aim to apply and advance the state of the art in data mining in the following main ways:

- **Applying Currently Available Data Mining Techniques:** A number of currently available techniques can be applied to real-time and semi-continuous atmospheric aerosol data streams to greatly mitigate pressing bottlenecks. Time-series analysis, clustering, and decision trees are well-known techniques for which robust software is available (both in commercial tools, and in freely distributed source code form). Rather surprisingly, a broad class of techniques (association rules and sequential patterns) developed for analyzing customer transactions is also applicable—we show how mass spectrometry data can be approximated in a form that mimics customer transactions. However, for many aerosol data analysis tasks, it is not clear what existing techniques (if any) are applicable, and how best to apply them. The Carleton and UW groups both include computer scientists as well as domain scientists (i.e., chemists, environmental engineers, and atmospheric scientists) because we anticipate that the key to solving such problems will be close, day-to-day interdisciplinary collaborations.

- **Developing Novel Mining Paradigms:** There is no framework that enables scientists to create multi-step analyses using one or more mining techniques, and to focus the patterns generated by these techniques by incorporating domain knowledge into the analysis. We aim to generalize and adapt existing algorithms, or develop new ones when necessary, to create a suite of algorithms for traditional analysis tasks that can be easily combined and trained with a variety of additional knowledge. A common pattern of multi-step mining arises when we want to find correlations between (parts of) different datasets, and is motivated by problems arising in combining mass spectrometry and environmental monitoring data. We are developing a stylized framework for such analyses, and we believe that this framework, which we call **subset mining**, will find broad applicability in a number of other domains.

- **Monitoring Complex System State:** Analyzing real-time streams is an active area of research, and many algorithms have been proposed to maintain different kinds of data mining models in real-time. Clearly, these results are of great relevance to us. We will focus on how to allow environmental scientists to describe complex “states” that they are interested in monitoring (e.g., the correlation between levels of reactive mercury and particulate sulphate ion), and combine techniques for incremental maintenance of the underlying data mining models to achieve incremental monitoring of the composite state. This is essentially an extension of the multi-step mining framework to support incremental model maintenance over data streams.
1.2 Organization of this Paper

We begin by presenting some background material in Section 2. We discuss the increasingly data-intensive nature of mass spectrometry and environmental monitoring and describe the underlying datasets in Section 2.1, and present an overview of data mining techniques in Section 2.2. In Section 3, we discuss some general data mining challenges and approaches that we intend to investigate in the application context of atmospheric aerosol analysis. We then describe a number of specific challenges in analyzing atmospheric aerosol datasets in Sections 4, 5, 6 and 7, including current and proposed approaches. Sections 4 and 5 consider how to interpret a mass spectrum, and the other sections consider how this information can be used to achieve a better understanding of various phenomena associated with atmospheric aerosols.

2. Background

In this section, we provide the necessary background for the rest of this paper.

2.1 Mass Spectrometry and Environmental Monitoring

As scientists, public health officials, and government regulatory agencies strive to better understand the environment, many aspects of this complex system have emerged as both critically important and difficult to understand. One of the primary examples of this is particulate matter. Aerosol particles, which are often complex mixtures of organic and inorganic solids and liquid suspended in the air, exist with a variety of sizes, from freshly nucleated particles with nanometer diameters to micrometer sized particles from suspended dust or vehicle emissions (Seinfeld 98). In addition, these particles evolve and “age” during atmospheric transport (Seinfeld 98). The size and composition of the particles is directly related to their origin, evolution and deposition and is intimately related to their environmental and health effects (NRC 98).

The effort to obtain better information about atmospheric particles has recently focused on the development of a variety of instruments that measure physical or chemical properties of aerosols in real time. Among the most complex datasets produced comes from a type of instrument that is becoming ever more popular, the aerosol time-of-flight mass spectrometer (ATOFMS) (Prather 94, Noble 96, Gard 97, Suess 99). This instrument samples aerosol particles directly from the ambient air or from an emission source and obtains size (aerodynamic diameter) and chemical composition information on one particle at a time, in real time. Because this instrument represents the most complex aerosol dataset we currently have, we will focus the description here on its data. However, we expect the techniques that we develop for this instrument to be directly applicable to many other complex atmospheric datasets. In the ATOFMS dataset, the chemical composition information is obtained through laser desorption/ionization (LDI) of the individual particles and analysis of the resulting positive and negative ions by time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry, which detects ions produced in each ionization event as a function of their arrival time at a detector. This commercial version of this instrument (TSI, Inc., Model 3800 ATOFMS) can currently obtain mass spectra for up to about 120 particles per minute. The actual sampling rate depends on the concentration of particles in the source being sampled.

A mass spectrum is a plot of signal intensity (often normalized to the largest peak in the spectrum) versus the mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio of the detected ions. Thus, the presence of a peak indicates the presence of one or more ions containing the m/z value indicated, within the ion cloud generated upon the interaction between the particle and the laser beam. In many cases, the ATOFMS generates elemental ions. Thus, the presence of certain peaks indicates that elements such as Na⁺ (m/z = +23) or Fe⁺ (m/z = +56) or O⁻ (m/z = -16) ions are present. In other cases, cluster ions are formed, and thus the m/z observed represents that of a sum of the atomic weights of various elements; examples include C₃⁺ (m/z = +36) or BaOH⁺ (m/z = +155) or C₁₆H₁₀O⁺ (m/z = +202). In TOF mass spectrometry, the area under the peak is proportional to the concentration of ions that reach the detector. The raw data on the x-axis is in time-of-flight units which is converted to m/z based on the fact that each ion formed is accelerated to the same kinetic energy in the mass spectrometer’s source.

The raw mass spectra obtained by ATOFMS have the following parameters per particle.
Number of mass spectra | 2 (one for positive ions, one for negative ions)
--- | ---
Raw data points in mass spectrum | 30,000 points
x-axis distribution | One data point every 2 ns
File format | x values = TOF
| v values $\alpha$ detector voltage (i.e., signal intensity)

Clearly, this dataset is a time-series of unusual complexity—the per-particle data for each (observed) instant in time is a spectrum containing 30,000 points! Upon processing (i.e., calibration of TOF to $m/z$ and picking peaks), information of interest from the mass spectra of each particle includes peak $m/z$, peak area, peak area relative to total area in the spectrum, and peak height.

A growing number of such instruments are being deployed in laboratories and field locations around the world. While aerosol mass spectrometry data is among the most complex environmental particle data that is currently obtained, generating hundreds of unique and data-rich spectra per minute, many other emerging instruments generate two or three-dimensional datasets every few minutes. This contrasts with the traditional idea of a monitoring instrument providing a two-dimensional plot of a single parameter (such as mass concentration) as a function of sampling time, or of filter-based samples providing a time-integrated snapshot of composition over a finite time period. These other data streams are more routinely generated in environmental monitoring. As they are generally simpler in structure, we will describe them as required in the rest of this paper. Instrument development and deployment is progressing at a tremendous pace, far outstripping our current ability to integrate the data from all of these new and complex instruments and conduct studies in a timely manner.

It is important to recognize that extensive work has been done in employing statistics based models for the analysis of filter-based (i.e., off-line) measurements of atmospheric aerosols (Hopke 85). These techniques have only been integrated in a very limited capacity with complex datasets such as ATOFMS data (Bhave 02) and are unlikely to advance further without the development of the tools such as those described in this proposal. Furthermore, these statistical tools are largely limited to linear systems, which cannot address many of the complex processes that occur in the atmosphere. In contrast, the tools that we seek to develop in this project draw from a wide range of disciplines, complementing statistical approaches, are designed to address non-linear processes in the atmosphere as well. Finally, we observe that although the detailed chemistry of aerosols is important if not fundamental, regulatory and analytical constraints will likely require that a more integrative aerosol property (optical or physical) be routinely measured. The tools under development will improve our understanding of the relationships between chemical and physical properties of aerosols.

2.2 Data Mining

Exploratory analysis of large datasets, called data mining, draws upon techniques from a range of disciplines, including Database Systems, Machine Learning, Mathematical Programming, and Statistics. Examples of traditional mining techniques include classification and clustering (Berry 99, Fayad 96, Han 00, Hand 00, Hastie 01, Weiss 97, Witten 99, Cherkassky 98), and time-series analysis (Box 94, Das 98, Faloutsos 94, 97, Weigend 94, Keogh 01, Agrawal 93b, 95c, Chan 99, Chu 99, Loh 00, Popivanov 02, Rafiei 98, 99, Wu 00). In recent years, there has been great emphasis on developing mining algorithms that scale to large datasets (Zhang 97, Gehrke 99, 00, Ganti 99, Bradley 98b, Guha 98, Huang 97), and on mining evolving (Ester 98, Yi 00, Ganti 00, Veloso 02) and continuously generated data (Cortes 00, Lee 98). Market-basket data, or data about customers’ transactions, has received much attention, and several pattern detection techniques based on co-occurrence of items within a single transaction (Agrawal 93, 94, 95a, Brin 97, Han 95, Srikant 96b, Imielinski 00, Korn 98, Klemettinen 94, Ozden 98, Tsur 98, Zaki 00) and across a series of transactions (Agrawal 95b, Srikant 96, Joshi 00, Tung 99, Lu 00) have been proposed.

Even though we deal with large, rapidly growing datasets, scalable, fast algorithms are already available for a variety of traditional analysis techniques. e.g., clustering (Bradley 98b, Zhang 97, Ganti 99, Guha 98, Huang 97), classification using decision trees (Gehrke 99, 00) and SVM kernels (Joachims 99, Platt 99a, 99b, Lee 01, Smola 00, DeCoste 99, Fung 01b, Musicant 99, 01b, 01c), discovering associations (Brin 97a, Cheung 96, Fukuda 96, Ganti 99, Han 97, Mannila 94, Miller 97, Park 95, Pasquier 98, Sarawagi 98, Savasere 95, 98, Silverstein 98, Toivonen 96,
Yoda 97, Zaki 97, 99, 01) and detecting sequential patterns (Bayardo 98, Srikant 96, Yang 02, Ayres 02, Shintani 98, Pei 01, Zaki 98, Zaki 01a).

Much of the data we are concerned with is obtained through monitoring activities and is in the form of real-time or semi-continuous streams. Stream database management is being studied in ongoing projects at UC Berkeley, Cornell, Brown/MIT, Stanford, and Wisconsin, among other places (Madden 02, 02a, Chandrasekharan 03, Bonnet 01, Yao 02, Carney 02, Arasu 02, Babcock 02, Babu 01, Manku 02, Manku 98). There is extensive ongoing research in mining data streams (Chakrabarti 02, Cormode 02, Datar 02, Faloutsos 02, 02a, Ge 00, Himberg 01, Hulten 01, Keogh 02, O’Callaghan 02, Wang 02); see (Bradley 02, Carney 02, Arasu 02) for recent surveys. However, existing work does not adequately address fusion of multiple streams using domain knowledge (e.g., underlying chemistry or environmental characteristics).

3. New Mining Paradigms

In this section, we outline some “grand challenge” problems that motivate us. These are problems that go beyond the specific domain of atmospheric aerosols, though they have many concrete applications in this domain.

3.1 Multi-Step Mining

There is no general framework for systematically applying one or more analysis techniques to (parts of) a dataset in a multi-step mining process—there is neither a framework for specification of such multi-step mining strategies, nor a framework for optimizing the computation by taking the interplay of the different mining steps into account. Since much of the time involved in data mining efforts is in user-driven, iterative, exploratory application of data mining algorithms, rather than in the execution time of the algorithms themselves, progress on a compositional framework multi-step mining can have a significant payoff by reducing the real bottleneck in most mining efforts, which is the time taken by an analyst to digest the result of each analysis step and to set up the next step.

Indeed, given that database systems have been centrally concerned about optimizing queries composed of multiple operators (Ramakrishnan 02), and given the extensive literature on new database mining algorithms, it is rather surprising that there are no published results on specification and optimization of multi-step mining strategies or even on cost-estimation for data mining algorithms. The closest in spirit to such optimization is an interesting series of papers on how to constrain the generation of association rules using a range of constraints (Grahne 00, Kamber 97, Lakshmanan 99, Ng 98, Pei 01a, Srikant 97).

Completely automatic discovery of truly useful insights is, in our opinion, a pipe dream in most application scenarios. A more realistic goal, perhaps, is a framework for a user to describe a space of exploratory sequences, together with notions of “interestingness” for the patterns or insights discovered thereby, and for the system to find ways to explore this space intelligently and efficiently. Domain knowledge can be exploited in one of two ways—by using it to focus the patterns found by a given mining technique, and by using it to select appropriate techniques for different tasks and to combine the results. While much remains to be done, there has already been some work showing how mining algorithms can be adapted to incorporate prior knowledge (Towell 94, Fung 01, Clark 94, Zhou 01, Padmanabhan 98, 00, Cook 96, Clair 98). There is also some work on post-processing association rules (Lent 97).

We seek to generalize and adapt existing algorithms, or develop new ones when necessary, to create a suite of algorithms for traditional analysis tasks that can be easily combined and trained with a variety of additional knowledge. One class of multi-step mining strategies that we intend to pursue to this end, called subset mining, is described in the next section.

3.2 Subset Mining

Database queries and data mining algorithms allow us to discover various properties of a given dataset, ranging from simple aggregates such as average temperature by location or more complex patterns such as clusters and classes. Typically, data mining tasks consist of finding “interesting” patterns in a dataset. Often, however, the questions of interest have the form “Is there some subset of the data that is interesting?” The interestingness of a
data subset can be measured in a number of ways, e.g., through a database query that computes an aggregate or a
data mining query that identifies a class of patterns and defines a measure of “interestingness” over patterns.

We define subset mining to be the class of analysis tasks that search over subsets of a given dataset to identify interesting subsets. The distinguishing characteristic is that some computation is (in principle, at least) carried out over (all or several, possibly overlapping) subsets of a dataset. Clearly, the complexity of the base computation is amplified manifold because of the number of potential subsets over which it must be iterated. Often, however, domain knowledge can be brought to bear on which subsets to consider potentially interesting, and there may be structural relationships between these subsets (e.g., disjointness or a predictable form of overlap). Exploiting these characteristics to arrive at an efficient evaluation plan can make the difference between whether or not a given subset mining task is computable, given reasonable computing resources.

• We propose to develop a framework for specifying subset mining tasks using other data mining algorithms as building blocks, and automatically arriving at an efficient execution strategy.

We introduce the subset mining paradigm through an example. Consider a table (HgReadings) of hourly reactive mercury-level readings (Landis 02), with one row for each reading, and another table of particulate sulfate ion-concentration readings (IonReadings), also measured hourly. If we want to find all times at which the reactive mercury-level is “high” (above some threshold), this is a simple selection query over the first table. If we want to find the average concentration of, say, particulate sulphate ion, this is a simple aggregate query on the second table. Combining these queries, we can ask for the average concentration of sulphate ion when the reactive mercury-level is high. All three queries are readily expressed in SQL, the standard database query language.

In contrast, consider the following query, which is of great interest in atmospheric studies seeking to understand the sources of reactive gaseous mercury: Are certain ranges of reactive mercury levels strongly correlated to unusually high concentrations of particulate sulphate ion? This is an example of a subset mining query, and it is not expressible in SQL without significant restrictions. As another example, if we have identified clusters based on the location of each reading, we can readily refine the previous query to ask whether there are such correlations (for some ranges of reactive mercury levels) at certain locations. The main challenge is that we must consider all possible reactive mercury ranges, and for each, carry out (at a minimum) a SQL query that calculates corresponding sulphate ion concentrations. In addition, like typical “data mining” questions, this query involves inherently fuzzy criteria (“strong correlation”, “unusually high”) in whose precise formulation we enjoy some latitude.

To summarize, there are three main parts to a subset mining query: (1) A criterion that generates several subsets of a table, (2) A correspondence—typically a relational expression—that generates a subset of a second table for each of these subsets, and (3) A measure of interestingness for the second subset (that indirectly serves as a similar measure for the original subset). To see why subset mining queries are especially useful for integrated analysis of multiple datasets, using a combination of mining techniques, observe that Steps (1) and (3) could both be based on the results of (essentially any) mining techniques, rather than just simple SQL-style selections and aggregation. The computationally challenging aspect arises from the potentially large number of subsets involved, and from the computationally intensive nature of the criterion used for subset generation and interestingness-measurement. (As a special case, we note that Part (2) may be omitted, and we may have to enumerate and identify interesting subsets of a single table.)

We note that subset mining is closely related to the subgroup discovery problem (Klosgen 96, Wrobel 97, Lavrac 02) studied in inductive logic programming (Lavrac 94). Given a description language L and a valuation function d, the subgroup discovery problem consists of finding a set S of sentences such that the valuation of each sentence in S is greater than the valuation of any sentence not in S, and further, each sentence is shorter than some threshold length k. Intuitively, each sentence describes a group of data objects, and we want to find the most concisely described groups with the highest value. Subset mining differs from subgroup discovery in two main ways. First, we have chosen to focus on an important three-step analysis pattern, and want to develop algebraic optimization approaches to exploit the connections between these steps. Second, we have not limited ourselves to a language-centric definition of subgroups; the three steps in our approach can use arbitrary (but well-defined) “black boxes”.
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In Sections 5, 6 and 7, we will point out numerous concrete instances where the paradigm of subset mining is valuable. A significant technical challenge will be to optimize subset mining, at least for several particular instances (i.e., query classes). This will require research into cost estimation for the data mining techniques used as components of the subset mining instance, as well as ways to “push” abstract constraints derived from the subset-generation component into the interestingness-measure component (and vice-versa). While there are parallels in database query optimization and evaluation of relational algebra operations, we expect that these issues will have to be tackled on a case-by-case basis for different data mining techniques when they are used to instantiate the subset mining framework. These are admittedly difficult challenges, but success is not all-or-nothing. Ultimately, we believe that the ability to identify interesting subsets of a large dataset (and not just specific patterns of interest) will be a significant step forward in the area of data mining, and that if we are able to articulate and efficiently support at least some instances of the paradigm, others in the field will extend the effort by addressing how other mining techniques can be supported in the subset mining context.

3.3 Describing and Monitoring Complex System State

A central research challenge is turning multiple streams of raw mass spectrometer and other sensor readings into meaningful, continuous, dynamic views of environmental characteristics, at the semantic level that environmental scientists think of these characteristics. We see the description of complex environmental states in terms of patterns extracted through a combination of data mining techniques as an (especially important) instance of multi-step mining. The distinguishing characteristic, and the source of optimization challenges, is the stream nature of the underlying data and the desire to maintain state models and measure deviations in real-time. We will build upon the existing literature describing incremental techniques for maintaining a range of data mining models, which we discussed earlier. We will draw upon and extend our prior work in stream processing (Donjerkovic 00, Ramakrishnan 98, Seshadri 95, 96) and stream data mining (Ganti 00, 01). One of the key challenges in monitoring is measuring significant changes, at the level of the model being maintained; we plan to extend the framework that we proposed in (Ganti 02).

4. Interpreting ATOFMS Data: Labeling Spectra

In this section, we describe a central task in interpreting ATOFMS readings that serves as a first step in further analysis, namely how to label the peaks in a mass spectrum with the ions whose presence they indicate. While we focus on time-of-flight mass spectrometry, the underlying problems (and very likely the solutions) apply to other kinds of mass spectrometry as well. The discussion in this section indicates how the problem of labeling spectra can be formalized rigorously, and is based on (Chen 03, Huang 03), where algorithms for labeling are proposed and evaluated.

The positive mass spectrum of a particle sampled from re-suspended brake dust is shown below. The information content of the labeled spectrum is much greater.

| Unlabeled peaks: All interpretation by a user comes from prior knowledge of the translation of m/z into chemical composition. |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| ![Unlabeled Peaks](image) |
| ![Labeled Peaks](image) |

For many kinds of analyses, what is significant in each particle’s mass spectrum is the composition of the particle, i.e., the ions identified by the peak labels (and, ideally, their proportions in the particle, and our confidence...
in having correctly identified them). While this representation is less detailed than the labeled spectrum itself, it allows us to think of the ATOFMS data stream as a time-series of observations, one per observed particle, where each observation is a set of ions (possibly labeled with some additional details). This is precisely the market-basket abstraction used in e-commerce: a time-series of customer transactions, each recording the items purchased by a customer on a single visit to a store. This analogy opens the door to applying a wide range of association rule and sequential pattern algorithms to the analysis of mass spectrometry data. The quantitative and probabilistic nature of each ion “item”, of course, naturally suggests a refinement of the market-basket abstraction that requires a significant rethinking of the corresponding algorithms. While such refinement is a direction for data mining research that we will explore, simply applying standard algorithms holds great potential for many of the problems discussed in Sections 5, 6 and 7.

Viewing it from an optimization perspective, the labeling process is to find an integral linear combination of elements in the database that best approximates the observed spectrum. The search space therefore consists of a variety of spectra created by combining elements in the database, and the objective is to find the spectrum that is as close to the target spectrum as possible. This might be formulated as a mixed integer program or an approximation to one, and solved through known mathematical programming algorithms such as branch-and-bound methods (Wolsley 98, Chvatal 83).

Unfortunately, there are complications in the chemistry. For example, several of the most abundant isotopes of many environmentally relevant metals are subject to severe polyatomic interferences, thereby making it difficult to label the mass spectral peaks unequivocally with the corresponding ions. For example: $^{60}$Ni (26.16% abundant) overlaps with $^{44}$Ca$^{16}$O, $^{23}$Na$^3$Cl, and $^{43}$Ca$^4$O$^2$H. The polyatomic species $^{21}$Na$^3$Cl, $^{42}$Ca$^4$O, $^{29}$S$^2$Si, as well as Fe, all overlap in mass with the other abundant nickel isotope $^{58}$Ni (67.77% abundant). Molecular species interfering with the three abundant Zn isotopes include $^{32}$S$^3$O$^3$O$^6$O, $^{34}$Ca$^1$6$^O$, $^{32}$S$^3$S$^3$S, $^{48}$Fe$^{16}$O ($^{66}$Zn), $^{50}$Fe$^{12}$C, $^{34}$S$^3$O$^6$O, $^{35}$Cl$^{3}$O$^7$O ($^{68}$Zn), $^{33}$Cl$^{3}$O$^7$O ($^{66}$Zn).

Significant improvement in analytical accuracy may be achieved through the use of multi-element interference equations. For example, consider $^{56}$Ni. The iron interference may be isolated by measuring another Fe isotope (54, 56, 57), and then calculating the expected interference at 58 using natural abundance ratios. The silicon polyatomic interference is addressed by quantifying the $^{28}$Si-dimer at mass 56 and then, as before, calculating the $^{28}$Si-dimer at mass 58 using abundance ratios. Oxide, carbide, and chloride isobars are addressed in a similar manner by quantifying the respective lighter or heavier identical species. If the most logical or practical isotope for interference correction is itself subject to isobars, then one must first isolate the interference on this isotope before attempting to correct another with it. Clearly, these “rules” can get complicated very quickly, and, importantly, must be constrained to avoid over-correction. To date, no attempts have been made at improving the quantification of zinc and nickel by accounting for these interferences; to do so requires us to find ways to incorporate sophisticated domain knowledge (such as multi-element interference equations) into the mining algorithms used to label peaks. The development of such tools will greatly enhance the utility of ATOFMS data. More generally, such developments would also directly benefit other mass spectrometry techniques including inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICPMS) analysis.

Domain knowledge can also be integrated with an approach rooted in semi-supervised learning (Fung 99, Bennett 98, Basu 02, Letouzey 00, Blum 01, Goldman 00, Mitchell 99). Semi-supervised learning is typically used when the goal is to learn a relationship when some of the data is labeled, though a large quantity is unlabeled. While it is expensive to have human experts label the peaks for a large number of spectra, we could instead use clustering techniques to identify a small number of prototypical spectra. Human experts would label these prototypes, which we would then use as part of a training set in order to build a classification scheme. Semi-supervised learning would then train on both the labeled and unlabeled spectra. We would then store as artifacts which spectra had been labeled by humans and which had been automatically classified, possibly for use in confidence measurements when this labeling is used in conjunction with other algorithms.

4.1 A Simplistic Formalization of the Labeling Problem

In this section, we present one formalization of the labeling problem. A spectrum (mass spectrum) is a plot of signal intensity against the mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio of the detected ions, which can be represented as a vector
\( \bar{b} = [b_1, b_2, \cdots, b_r] \) is the signal intensity at m/z value \( i \). The **signature** of an ion is a vector \( \bar{s} = [I_1, I_2, \cdots I_r] \), \( I_i \in \mathbb{R} \) and \( \sum I_i = 1 \), representing the distribution of its isotopes, i.e. \( I_i \) is the abundance of its isotope with m/z value \( i \). A **signature database** is a set of signatures \( S = \{ \bar{s}_1, \bar{s}_2, \cdots, \bar{s}_n \} \), in which \( \bar{s}_j \) is the signature of ion \( j \). For simplicity, we assume all the spectra and signatures have the same ‘range’ and ‘granularity’ over m/z axis, so that they have the same dimension \( r \) and the \( i^{th} \) element of a spectrum or signature vector always corresponds to the same m/z value \( i \).

The task of ‘mass spectrum labeling’ is to find the ions identified by the peaks in the spectrum and, ideally, their quantities in the particle. Formally, a **label** of a spectrum is a set of <chemical element, quantity> tuples, which summarizes the composition of the particle described by the mass spectrum. The labeling process can also be interpreted as searching for an integral linear combination of elements that best approximates the observed spectrum. In the most ideal case, the spectrum should be the weighted sum of the chemical element signatures. That is, \( \bar{b} = \sum w_j \bar{s}_j \) where \( w_j \) is the quantity of chemical element \( j \) in the particle represented by mass spectrum \( \bar{b} \). This formalization of the problem is summarized in Table 1.

The formula given in Table 1 is a theoretical abstraction which gives us a tool to understand the nature of the problem, but reality is never perfect. The claim that a spectrum is the exact linear combination of element signatures is a bit unrealistic. In real applications, the observed spectrum usually contains a certain amount of noise and calibration discrepancies. What we really want is the linear combination of element signatures that approximately matches our observation.

---

**Table 1. Labeling as a Linear Program**

| Input: | An \( m \times n \) matrix \( \mathbf{A} = [\bar{s}_1, \bar{s}_2, \ldots, \bar{s}_n] \). |
|        | The \( k^{th} \) column \( \bar{s}_k \) is the signature vector of chemical element \( k \). |
|        | It is a normalized \( n \)-dimensional vector, s.t. \( \sum \bar{s}_k[i] = 1 \) |
|        | 2. A normalized \( n \)-dimensional vector \( \bar{b} \), s.t. \( \sum \bar{b}[i] = 1 \). |
|        | It is the mass spectrum of the particle being analyzed. |
| Output: | 1. An \( m \)-dimensional vector \( \bar{x} \). |
|        | The \( i^{th} \) element of \( \bar{x} \) is the proportion of chemical element \( i \) |
|        | in the particle represented by spectrum \( \bar{b} \) |
| Constraint: | \( \mathbf{A} \bar{x} = \bar{b} \), \( \bar{x} \geq 0 \) |

4.2 Distance Function for Signatures

In order to formalize labeling with approximate matches, we need a notion of closeness between signatures. Therefore, we introduce an error bound \( E \) with respect to a certain distance function \( D \). The linear equation model of Table 1 then becomes an optimization task:

\[
\text{Seek } \bar{a}, \text{ s.t. } \quad D(\mathbf{A}\bar{a}, \bar{b}) < E, \quad a \geq 0
\]

(0.1)

Given a signature database \( \mathbf{A} \) which contains \( n \) element signatures, and an input spectrum \( \bar{b} \), the search space for the optimization task defined in (0.1) is an \( n \)-dimensional continuous space. The solution space for input spectrum \( \bar{b} \) is a subspace within this search space. It is defined as follows:
**Definition**: Given a signature database \( A \), an input spectrum \( b \cdot \) and an error bound \( E \) with respect to a distance function \( D \), the **solution space** of spectrum \( b \cdot \) is:

\[
L_s = \{ \tilde{a} \mid D(\tilde{a}, b) < E \text{ and } \tilde{a} \geq 0 \} \quad (0.2)
\]

It is worth noting that the choice of the distance function \( D \) will significantly change the complexity of the problem. Some commonly used distance functions include Manhattan distance and Euclidean distance. The Manhattan distance between two vectors is defined as the sum of absolute difference in each dimension of the two vectors. Formally, it is defined as:

\[
d(v, \tilde{v}) = \sum |v[i] - \tilde{v}[i]| .
\]

Table 2 formalizes the labeling problem as an optimization task, using Manhattan distance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seek ( \tilde{a}, \tilde{s} ) s.t.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \tilde{a} - b \leq s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tilde{a} - \tilde{b} \geq -s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a_i \geq 0, s_i \geq 0, \text{ for } i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, m )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Labeling as Optimization using Manhattan Distance**

### 4.3 Discretization

In practice, we only care about those solutions, or labels, that are significantly different. A natural approach to deal with a continuous space is to discretize it into grids, so that the number of possible solutions is finite. We use a **threshold vector** \( \tilde{t} = [t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_{d+1}] \) to divide each dimension of the search space into \( d \) ranges, where \( t_i \) and \( t_{i+1} \) are the lower bound and upper bound of range \( i \). Given a threshold vector, we introduce the notion of **index vector** to represent a continuous subspace.

**Definition**: Given a threshold vector \( \tilde{t} = [t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_{d+1}] \), an **index vector** \( I = [l_1, h_1], (l_2, h_2), \ldots, (l_n, h_n) ] \), \( l, h, l, h \in \mathbb{R} \) represents a continuous subspace,

\[
S_I = \{ \tilde{a} \mid \forall i. (l[i] < \tilde{a}[i] < h[i], \tilde{a}[i]) \in \mathbb{R} \}
\]

Using the **index vector** representation, we in turn define the notion of **cell**.

**Definition**: A subspace \( [l_1, h_1], (l_2, h_2), \ldots, (l_n, h_n) ] \) is a **cell** if \( \forall j, l_j + 1 = h_j \).

A cell is the finest granularity of the discretization, and characterizes the degree of detail users care about. A threshold vector \( \tilde{t} = [t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_{d+1}] \) divides the whole search space into \( d^n \) **cells**, where \( n \) the number of dimensions is the total number of signatures in the signature database.

### 4.4 An Optimization-Based Formalization of the Labeling Problem

Given an error bound \( E \) with respect to a distance function \( D \) and a discretization, we now redefine the task of **spectrum labeling** as:

*Find all the cells that intersect the solution space of the input spectrum*

A **label** of the spectrum \( \tilde{b} \) is then simply an integer vector \( \tilde{x} \) whose corresponding cell intersects \( \tilde{b} \)'s solution space. All the integer vectors whose corresponding cells intersect \( \tilde{b} \)'s solution space form the **label set** of spectrum \( \tilde{b} \).

Formally,
Definition: \( \tilde{x} \) is a **label** of spectrum \( \tilde{b} \) if the subspace defined by the **index vector** \( X = [(x_1, x_1 + 1), (x_2, x_2 + 1), \ldots, (x_n, x_n + 1)] \) intersects the **solution space** of spectrum \( \tilde{b} \). Spectrum \( \tilde{b} \)'s **label set** \( L = \{\tilde{x} | \tilde{x} \) is a label of \( \tilde{b} \} \).

5. Interpreting ATOFMS Data: Beyond Labeling

While labeling is an important step in interpreting a mass spectrum, it is not the only step. Calibration and classification of particles require further analysis, as we discuss below.

5.1 Scaling ATOFMS to External Measurements

The ATOFMS data stream is not internally calibrated to represent the mass concentration of each element present in aerosol samples. To this end, limited experiments that seek to calibrate the ATOFMS response with chemical measurements of aerosol samples collected on filters have suggested that when the ATOFMS data is averaged over a moderate number of particles, the measurements can be directly converted to mass concentrations. Previous efforts relied on samples of aerosols collected with filter samplers that were co-located with the ATOFMS and analyzed in a laboratory for their average chemical composition (Hughes 99, Allen 00). These results were then plotted against the average ATOFMS data stream during the same time periods as the filter-based sample.

Such efforts have not been widely pursued due to the enormous resources required for manual data comparison. In many ATOFMS datasets, the ATOFMS is operated continuously for periods in excess of a month. During this extended ATOFMS operation, selected filter-based samples are often collected over periods of 4 to 24 hours and are analyzed by traditional chemical analysis techniques. With appropriate data analysis tools such as **time-series comparisons** (Keogh 01, Agrawal 93b, 95c, Chan 99, Chu 99, Faloutsos 94, 97, Loh 00, Popivanov 02, Rafiei 98, 99, Wu 00), there is the promise that these filter-based chemical measurements can be used to calibrate the ATOFMS response and then use the calibration to obtain quantitative high-resolution chemical measurements. These calibrations can be used to extrapolate to periods where filter-based samples were not collected (Bhave 01).

Data mining tools can be used to calibrate the ATOFMS and check the calibrations for datasets that were not in the training dataset.

The filter-based measurements will be comprised of a data stream that contains average mass concentrations (for specific time-periods) of individual chemical species such as sulfate ion, nitrate ion, ammonium ion, organic carbon, elemental carbon and other chemical species, and will not be available in real time. An interesting challenge in combining the filter-based and ATOFMS datasets is the fact that the collection of filter-based samples is moderately cheap but the chemical analysis of these filters is relatively costly. To this end, an optimization of the number and distribution of filter-based samples is needed as part of the data mining effort. Filter-based samples can be analyzed incrementally using data mining tools to optimize the selection of filters that are analyzed for chemical analysis.

To realize the promise of automated calibration using data mining is a nontrivial task, and involves multi-step mining. First, we need to detect peaks in mass spectra to obtain a stream of observed particle compositions. Next, we need to use time-series comparison techniques to correlate these streams with filter-based observations over time, which are likely of a very different temporal granularity, and which only include data for some of the observed particles in the ATOFMS stream. We also anticipate that frequent itemsets and sequential patterns (Srikant 96, Yang 02, Ayres 02, Shintani 98, Pei 01) extracted from the ATOFMS and filter-observation streams will be strongly correlated, leading to yet another step in the mining of the data: we can create summaries of the ATOFMS and filter-observation streams using these techniques and then use time-series comparisons.

Calibration also gives rise to a challenging problem where the subset-mining approach seems applicable, namely to identify those characteristics of the ATOFMS data stream and the off-line data that allow good calibration, and those that preclude good calibration.
5.2 Particle Classification and Clustering

A major goal of particle analysis is to understand the sources of aerosols in the atmosphere. Classifying or clustering particles on the basis of their composition is one approach to identifying likely sources for the particles. Since tools have been developed that use chemical measurements of filter-based aerosol samples to understand their sources, the results of different clustering algorithms can be compared to filter-based source apportionment results to understand the utility of different clustering algorithms. The project team has extensive experience in the application of chemical measurements of aerosols for source apportionment (Schauer 96, Schauer 00, Zheng 02, Schauer 02).

Prior to carrying out similar studies with single-particle mass spectrometry data, the data must be preprocessed and calibrated. Currently, the following steps are required to analyze ATOFMS data, using the software supplied by the instrument manufacturer:

1. Generate a “Peak List” for a Dataset. Go from a set of individual spectra to a matrix of particle information, including presence of a peak, its area, relative area, and height, as well as other information about the particle (velocity/size, date, laser power, dataset, etc.). This matrix is stored in a database. This step is currently done using simple thresholding rules for peak and noise levels, and we anticipate it will be improved by the research outlined in Section 4.1.

2. Generate a Set of Classes: Using a subset of the data from Step 1, based on domain knowledge, generate classes or “types” that we want to search the database for. These are generated by knowing in advance what we want to look for (e.g., Calcium-containing particles, elemental carbon particles, organic carbon particles, sulfate-containing particles, etc.), and then defining a query (in terms of the thresholding heuristics used for peak detection) that retrieves (mostly) the intended particles. Challenges arise because of isobars such as those described above. This approach is reasonably effective, but is limiting and slow.

3. Apply the Class Definitions to the Dataset: Finally, the query is run on the entire dataset from Step 1. This tags each particle as a member of whichever class(es) it matches. Particles often match many classes, given the way we define classes. This is not a problem in most cases (e.g., it is appropriate if a particle that contains calcium sulfate is picked up by a “calcium-containing” class as well as a “sulfate-containing” class).

The obvious data mining challenge here is to apply classification or clustering algorithms to automate the process; Step (2) would be replaced by the training phase, if a learning algorithm (Berry 99, Fayyad 96, Han 00, Hand 00, Hastie 01, Rud 01, Weiss 97, Witten 99) is used. The major challenge, that of incorporating domain knowledge into the appropriate data mining algorithms, has been studied to some degree in the contexts of both supervised and unsupervised learning, (Towell 94, Fung 01, Clark 94, Zhou 01; Padmanabhan 98, 00, Cook 96, Clair 98). While there has been some prior work on clustering particles (Fergenson 01, Phares 01, Hinz 99, Tan 02, Bhave 01, 02, Song 99) it has not been entirely satisfactory, possibly because they largely use ART-2a and similar approaches (Hertz 91, Freeman 91, Carpenter 91), which do not take into account domain knowledge. There are, on the other hand, approaches that allow one to incorporate domain knowledge into clustering algorithms (Clark 94, Béjar 97, Wagstaff 00, Tan 02). Such techniques would allow users to “guide” clustering algorithms towards categories of interest. Finally, variations of scalable clustering algorithms might lend themselves to online clustering in order to provide information on classes found while the experiment is running (Zhang 97, Bradley 98b, Guha 98, Huang 97).

Our emphasis, which will be different from that found in the previous works, will be in enhancing and adapting such techniques to be usable in an interactive fashion. We will therefore also be studying how to incrementally update any classifiers that we find as the user changes the knowledge base. The implications of this analysis will be relevant beyond this particular application area, as the types of data mining problems that we will be considering (clustering, identifying prototypes, semi-supervised learning, change point detection, feature selection) all have much wider applicability. Keeping track of who enters new knowledge, and when, will be necessary in determining provenance.
There is a large body of literature on support vector machines (SVMs), which will likely be one of the algorithms used (Vapnik 95, Burges 98, Cristianini 00). The project team has considerable expertise in modifying SVMs to serve particular purposes or to run more quickly (Musicant 99, 00, 01a, 01b, 01c, 02). Many of these new algorithms have been released as software packages that are freely available to the research community (Musicant LSVM, ASVM, ASVR).

6. Using ATOFMS Data to Understand Aerosol Dynamics

Ambient datasets, where the ATOFMS instrument monitored atmospheric aerosol particles continuously over a period of time, have already been collected at several locations by the project team and we anticipate collecting many similar datasets in the near future. Examples include:

- **Northfield, MN**: Ambient particles were monitored continuously from early May through the beginning of July, 2002, to provide a dataset that includes the changes in the particle population as the ground thawed and agricultural activities increased. The thawed ground was tilled and planted and herbicides were applied both in the immediate environment and in the surrounding area. Approximately 33,000 particles are included in this dataset.

- **Atlanta, GA**: Ambient particles were monitored continuously from July 21 through August 30 2002 as part of the Atlanta Aerosol Nucleation and Real-time Characterization Experiment (ANARChE). Approximately 536,000 particles are included in this dataset.

The current capability to analyze this data to detect trends, internal structure, and correlations is significantly limited. In this section, we describe three broad classes of problems for which effective mining techniques are sorely needed.

6.1 Evolution of ATOFMS Streams

An important class of questions concerns trends observed in ATOFMS streams. Changes in the relative population of the multiple “particle types”, or the appearance of a new “type” would indicate that there had been a change in the composition of the particles at some time. Such changes in the data stream could arise for different reasons, such as:

- Changes in gas-phase concentration of a species that reacts with chemical components of the particles, thus changing their chemical composition. Note that this will provide particles with a whole range of concentrations of “reactant” and “product”, going from all/mostly “reactant” to all/mostly “product” through a mixture of the two; it is not just a binary only “reactant” vs. only “product” situation. Thus, information about “how much” of something is there in addition to “what” is there is required, and the results from Section 4.2 will play an important role, in addition to the (obviously important) results from Sections 4.1. An example of the influence of gas-phase concentrations can be found in Gard, 1998.

- Changes in temperature that influence the partitioning of species onto particles rather than into the gas phase. Again, quantitative particle compositions are required for effective analysis.

- Transient engine emissions, where an engine runs at a constant condition and is then abruptly changed to a new condition, thus changing the emissions.

- Changes in the wind direction, bringing particles to the sampling site from a different source or set of sources, which are geographically distributed.

- Introduction of a new source of particle emissions into the area (e.g., turning something on).

- Removal of a source of emissions from the area (turning something off).

The data mining challenge here is two-fold. First, we must be able to extend the results of Section 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 on detecting particle compositions to detect changes (and trends) in the mixture of various particle “types” in the ATOFMS data stream. Second, we must be able to correlate these changes with other environmental monitoring data and detect what other monitored parameters change at the same/similar time, and subsequently monitor this correlation.
The current approach is essentially manual, and leaves much room for improvement: For ambient datasets, once the data is classified into “types” the number of each “type” in every 30 minute (or appropriate time) interval is counted and graphed versus time. These graphs are then overlaid with each other to search for correlations.

Detecting when a time series has shifted in some fundamental way is known as the “change point detection” problem, and there is much literature devoted to the topic (Keogh 01). Dynamic Time Warping and other techniques aim to abstract out the main features of a time series (Berndt 96, Keogh 02, Das 98). If each 30 minutes of data is considered to be a point in time, as suggested above, these methods or similar ones would likely identify in an automatic manner the times in which something has changed. Another aspect of this problem is in determining what aspect of the time series has changed, which is a subset mining problem. Each time series pattern, or artifact, will need to be archived for further analysis. Finally, we may also use domain knowledge to focus on specific kinds of time-series changes.

6.2 Comparison of Different ATOFMS Streams

There are many cases when we need to compare (subsets of ATOFMS data streams that reflect) “now” and “then”, or “here” and “there”, or different underlying conditions:

- ATOFMS instruments have sampled in the same location at different times (Atlanta, GA in Summer 1999 and 2002; Caldecott Tunnel, Berkeley, CA in Nov. 1997 and July 2000; Northfield, MN Spring 2002 and Summer 2002, and more to come) for many different studies. A direct comparison of these studies would easily pinpoint the differences and similarities.
- Cross-location comparisons, for example a comparison of Northfield, MN with Minneapolis, MN or Atlanta, GA could help identify rural versus urban sources and other sorts of differences.
- Diesel engine emissions were studied by monitoring particulate emissions from an engine operating at different engine conditions (i.e., speed, load, and timing) and with different diesels fuels (i.e., proposed low emissions diesel fuels). A comparison of the emissions in each case would directly pinpoint differences and similarities between different operating conditions and fuels.

Currently, aerosol scientists analyze each dataset independently and then manually (statistically) compare those sets which we think will elucidate the differences between the two cases of interest. A simple comparison can be made by subtracting a summary of one dataset from a summary of the other, for example subtracting a dataset taken “there” from one taken “here.” In the resulting difference, positive-going signal will indicate that a feature is more common in one dataset (e.g. “here”) while negative-going signal indicates that a feature is more common in the other (e.g. “there”).

It is also possible to think about this question within a single dataset if we want to compare the composition of particles greater than 1.0 µm to those less than 1.0 µm, for example, or those sampled before versus after a particular event. Further, in addition to comparing specific subsets, it would be remarkably useful to have attention drawn to subsets where there is an interesting correlation, which domain scientists may not have hitherto suspected. Clearly, there is a need here to summarize ATOFMS and environmental datasets using a range of techniques and to study correlations, between specific subsets using known time-series techniques, and across a range of potentially interesting subsets, which is an instance of subset mining.

6.3 Associations within the Stream

Looking for correlations and anti-correlations between particle types is one of the most important ways scientists analyze aerosol data. If we see a correlation or an anti-correlation between the presence of certain peaks in the mass spectra and another measured parameter (e.g., relative humidity, NOx concentration, wind direction, another particle class), we can learn a great deal about the underlying chemistry or aerosol sources.

As a specific example, if we use a clustering algorithm that generates a large number of particle clusters, there is potentially a lot of similarity between clusters (e.g., some might even contain the same peaks but differ in ratios of peaks or other subtle properties). Looking for correlations and anti-correlations between clusters could be extremely useful in determining which classes are indeed related or where there is chemistry going on.
The current approach is to make graphs of the population of particles in various “types” (i.e., clusters) as a function of time, and manually look for correlations. Statistical methods are also used to some extent, but there is no way to automatically compare each “type” against every other “type” to test for all possible correlations. This is yet another instance of subset mining, and we expect it to be very useful in finding things that we did not already know to look for.

The problem of finding correlation or anti-correlation between presence of certain peaks in the mass spectra and other measured parameters can be thought of as a traditional feature selection problem. In other words, the goal is to determine which features (measured parameters) have a predictive effect on peaks. Support vector machines and other algorithms designed to handle feature selection might be particularly appropriate here (Bradley 98, Weston 00). Due to the fact that a given spectrum has multiple characteristics, multiple output artificial neural networks might be a strong choice (Fausett 94). Prior knowledge can be integrated if available (Towell 94, Fung 01). In neural networks (Towell 94), prior knowledge is typically expressed as “if-then” implications which are appropriately integrated as part of the structure of the network. Support vector machines (Fung 01) allow the user to specify a specific subset of the input space where the classification is believed to be known. We may need to build on these ideas and develop new versions of knowledge-based algorithms to handle the kind of domain knowledge that we have.

This stream correlation problem becomes an instance of subset pattern mining, as noted above, when patterns to be found differ among different subsets of particles.

7. Fusion of ATOFMS Stream with Other Data Streams

Some tasks require ATOFMS data to be analyzed in light of external data. We discuss two examples of such tasks.

7.1 Understanding the Sources of Aerosols

The fusion of ATOFMS data with meteorological data and data on the concentration of gas-phase pollutants (e.g., ozone, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen oxides) can be used to locate the sources of different aerosols. Clustering techniques that presort, or partition, ATOFMS measurements by meteorological or gas-phase pollutant data can improve our understanding of aerosol sources. The presorting is clear-cut in only very limited cases. Such cases include the wind blowing directly from a chemical manufacturing facility, or high sulfur dioxide levels that can be shown to directly result from a single power plant in some locations. In contrast, a broad range of source emissions and meteorological conditions can effect ozone concentrations in such a way that there is no well-defined categorization of the ozone concentrations in the context of aerosol sources. Likewise, high wind speeds will lead to high dispersion of pollutants and will tend to decrease concentrations, which can be counteracted by increase in aerosol concentrations that can result from wind blown dust. To this end, wind speed data can be used as an important parameter to understand the sources of particulate matter in the atmosphere.

This task can be viewed as a supervised learning problem where the goal is to use the features in one stream (meteorological data and gas-phase pollutants) to predict the features in the other stream (aerosol data). The data points of interest are aggregates over a variety of parameters for an appropriate amount of time. Determining which features are the important ones is then a feature selection problem. Algorithms such as support vector machines, neural networks, decision trees, and others would all seem to be relevant here, and versions of these algorithms that incorporate domain knowledge can certainly be used. These techniques are somewhat robust to noise, and as such we may be able to use time-bins of shorter length than 30 minutes. This approach will allow us to verify specific correlations that domain scientists suspect to exist. To detect emergent and unsuspected correlations, a complementary approach is to mine each data source to identify interesting phenomena, such as high wind speeds, gas-phase pollutant concentrations, etc., and to formulate the problem of finding interesting correlations as an instance of subset mining.

7.2 Understanding Optical and Chemical Properties of Aerosols
Carbonaceous aerosols absorb light, which impacts global climate change and visibility degradation. Due to the fact that carbonaceous aerosols are comprised of a complex mixture of hundreds of organic compounds and elemental carbon (i.e., soot), the ability to relate the chemical composition of the carbonaceous fraction of aerosols with their light absorption properties has proven to be an intractable problem using traditional techniques to characterize carbonaceous aerosols (Seinfeld 98). Since the ATOFMS provides a data stream that provides a less specific measurement of organic and elemental carbon that relates to the bulk chemical properties of the carbon containing species, there is potential for the ATOFMS to help understand the chemical properties of aerosols that control the light absorbing properties of the carbonaceous aerosols. Through data mining tools, we hope to isolate the ATOFMS characteristics that best correlate with the light absorbing properties of the aerosols.

As another example, the distribution of semi-volatile compounds (compounds that exist simultaneously in the gas and particle phase) is controlled by the atmospheric temperature and the chemical composition of aerosols (Seinfeld 98). To this end, there is a great interest in understanding the properties of aerosols that effect this distribution of contaminants between the gas and particle-phases (Seinfeld 98, Schauer 03). It is important to recognize, however, that the impact of different chemical species in the aerosol phase on the gas/particle partitioning is not a linear sum of the contributing species. To this end, a feedback clustering algorithm could be used to see if different types of ATOFMS clusters would internally have correlations with gas/particle portioning. The clustering approaches would be hypothesis-driven, based on known chemical interactions. As an example, mercury is known to have a strong affinity for elemental carbon and sulfur compounds. Thus, we would be interested to know if the mercury partitioning to particles with high elemental carbon varied with sulfur content.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we described the EDAM project, which is a collaboration between atmospheric aerosol researchers and computer scientists at Carleton College and University of Wisconsin-Madison. The project is addressing data mining challenges with broad applicability, but with specific instances grounded in the domain of atmospheric aerosol analysis. A novel aspect of the data involved here is complex streams of mass spectra, which must be interpreted and analyzed in conjunction with other data, leading to several challenging problems.
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